B A & A Society Banquet Scheduled for January 28

**Genie Fund Campaign Will Begin Monday**

By G. F. Anderson

The Genie Fund opens its winter collection campaign, Monday, January 18 and will run through January 22. Here is the lowdown on just what the Genie Fund is.

During July, 1965, the Class of 1969 raised a living memorial fund that would make the best gift and thus originated the Genie Fund. This fund would be to carry on in like manner.

The Genie Fund is your fund because you and every student at Bryant College have the opportunity to participate by attending graduate school. It is a fund that gives you this opportunity.

To be eligible to receive the benefit of the fund, all you have to do is apply to the Genie Fund Committee and become a member. You will be accepted by a graduate school. One senior provided the fund. When you are a senior you will be permitted to make the largest contribution toward the fund. Each senior who will go on to graduate school will have a $1000.00 scholarship.
Resolution No. One

As the new year of 1954 begins, the ARCHWAY wishes to extend a very Happy New Year to all the College. This is our first opportunity to say, “Good winter and success to all in the year ahead.”

Many of you may have made New Year’s resolutions after midnight, December 31, or are already on your way to the New Year in, but however many of you actually did make any New Year’s resolutions, many of you think that resolutions are pretty foolish, and probably 95% of you are never heard. Why not make good, sound resolutions and keep them? You’ll notice that they’re not so foolish after all.

Well, this year’s New Year resolutions are “resolution galore in 54,” so the ARCHWAY looks to you in helping us make a few resolutions—and keeping them! It is useless for us to encourage and emphasize the various things that will go to make a successful year. Much depends on you yourself and the spirit in which you perform your numerous tasks.

Here at Bryant, the College looks to you to maintain high standards. Steady work and faithful study never fail to result in high scholastic standing. Slowdowns and procrastination inevitably result in failure. The end of the semester is not too far away—nor are the “finals” that a good many of you are doomed to take. If you don’t get up on them! Let’s set a good example the remainder of this semester—an example for the whole year ahead—by studying hard and watching those inevitable cuts that pile up. Remember, overcoming will put you in the “Final.”

We can’t be one-sided here at Bryant and say that books are all that count in college life. Let’s resolve to make friends and help others. Let’s resolve to enjoy ourselves and get into the activities, such as the ones here on campus in 1954 appears to be a promising year. Let’s resolve to make and keep it that way.

ROCCO A. LA PENTA, J.R.

THE ARCHWAY

Informing You...

Happy New Year! A little late, but this being the first edition of the New Year, Happy New Year! This is the party season, and boy are there some parties coming up. Between formalities, banquets, tests, and the like, our spare time is really taken up.

Tan Zap and K. D. K.

Tan Zapuzka and Regina Della Zapuzka will hold their Pledge Formal and banquet tomorrow night at Johnson’s Homestead. At the same time Kappa Delta Kappas plan to hold their formal initiation for their pledges. Congratulations to Edna Bock for her Christian achievement! Congratulations also to Joan Fraley! She was placed on New Year’s Eve, T. K. and K. D. K. held a joint party but Sunday night. Everyone had a great time.

Beta Sigma Chi

The brothers of Beta Sigma Chi wish to take this opportunity to express their best wishes to Don Hild, a fellow brother, who entered the Armed Services last night. Beta held its informal dance in the gym January 9th, “Winter Wonderland,” with the music of Vio-Capo, who has been featured many times at the Band’s show, a tremendous success. Plans are being made for a banquet to be held later in the year with the sister sorority. Many of Beta’s alumnae are planning to attend this event.

Sorority Lambda Theta

Their pledger was formally initiated into the sorority yesterday afternoon in ceremonies at Greve Hall. Joan Welsch entered Chi Omega. Tonight the girls will have a splash party. Although I was invited, the girls didn’t give me the address. I don’t think they wanted anyone but Theta members there!

Chi Gamma and Phi U.

Chi Gamma and Phi U. plan to formal and party season off to a good start last Saturday night when they hold their pledge formal, the first of the year, at the Admiral Inn. The affair was well attended by members, old and new. It was formal and fun. Phi U. will hold their formal initiation on Sunday, January 14th.

Phi Sigma Nu and Sigma Totu Chi

The social committee of P. S. and SIC are making plans for their annual formal and initiation of new members to be held next Saturday, January 13th.

WHAT SOME PEOPLE WOULDN’T DO TO GET THEIR NAME IN THE ARCHWAY!

The Inquiring Twosome

By OJO and JOE

Did you have a nice vacation? How was Christmas and did you not forget New Year’s Eve? Well, did you just hate to get back to the old grind again? Well so did your Inquiring Twosome, and that is why we have decided to extend the vacation in this issue of the ARCHWAY by trying to revive pleasant memories with our Question of the Hour. So relax, review your vacations, and read about the experiences of some of your fellow students.

QUESTION OF THE HOUR:

What was the most wonderful thing you did during the Christmas vacation?

A. Sand Hip, South River, New Jersey

(Continued on Page 4)
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THE INQUIRING TWOSOME

By JOHN MURPHY

Here Happy New Year! We return from a two-weeks’ Christmas vacation to find ourselves more or less at the same point as when we entered the new year and then we have another vacation—provided, of course, that there are no “flakes” to take.

Well, did everyone have a yule and a frantic First? For me, not only the First but the whole vacation was frantic. I had promised myself that I would catch up on all my homework over the holidays, but I’m sorry to say not even one book got read. I wonder how much company I had!

Because I am so far behind in my homework, I am taking the easy way out and devoting the rest of this column to a tribute written many years ago by an anonymous author. I have used Beauty writing as a thing that I was aiming at the simplicity of this tribute, and yet I think you will agree, no true trite is ever trite. Here it is, lectures for myself.

One Solitary Life

“Here is a young man who was born in an obscure village, the child of a peasant woman. He grew up in another village. He worked in a carpenter shop until he was 30, and then for two years he was an itinerant preacher. He never wrote a book. He never held an office. He never owned a home. He never had a family. He never went to college. He never put his feet inside a big city. He never traveled 200 miles from the place where he was born. He never did one of the things that usually accompany greatness. He had no credentials but knowledge and love.

“While he was still a young man, the tide of public opinion turned against him. His friends ran away. He was turned over to his enemies. He went through the mockery of a trial. He was nailed to a cross between two thieves. While he was flying, his executioners gambled for the only piece of property he had on earth, and that was his coat. When he was dead, he was buried in a borrowed grave through the pity of a friend. —Thoreau’s Walden

WHERE TO GET MORE DETAILS:

Contact your nearest Aviation Cadet Selection Team, or write to: Aviation Cadet, Headquarters, U.S. Air Force, Washington 25, D. C.

TEN NUMBER S

Registration Available Now

WHEN YOU WEAR... THE U. S. AIR FORCE

U.S. AIR FORCE
Sportin' With The Indians
By BERNIE GOLDSTEIN

Last week the Bryant sports scene saw the anticipated blast that we all expected. The first part of this half of the bowling league—Alpha Theta and Phi Sig—has come and gone. We all know the results of course, a big 4-0 victory for Alpha Theta Chi. This match in itself, an stated before, has decided the winner of the first half of the league. This match saw some of the finest bowling under pressure ever seen on the Bryant sports scene, take it from a reporter who has seen several bowling seasons.

For example, for Alpha Theta, Joe Hall invaded a 127, 131, and 121 for a total of 369. Beta Beta, 124, 138, and 66 for a 328. That's really bowling. The main spark on Phi Sig's team was Ed Retrosi with 115, 118, and 66 for 299. That's not well organized. The first girls' game was won by Kappa Delta Kappa and Kappa Alpha, but not well organized.

The Night League has continued its same pattern of easy wins for Kappa Delta Kappa and Kappa Alpha, but not well organized. The first girls' game was won by Kappa Delta Kappa and Kappa Alpha, but not well organized.

The Night League has continued its same pattern of easy wins for Kappa Delta Kappa and Kappa Alpha, but not well organized.

The new year started with a successful Santa Claus brought Frank Howard to the Newman Club team along with "Frenchy" Fortier. "Frenchy" was formerly Beta Beta Beta's High-scoring boy. But the Newman Club couldn't work these two experienced bowlers into their scheme successfully enough to overtake Phi Sigma Nu. Paul Repke 160 and 160 per performance was best in the 64-39 win for Phi Sig. Fortier and Howard netted 150 points each in a losing cause.

Beta Beta Beta beat Prep 1 whisky working up a sweat when they took a further win from the Prep boys. This easy victory was followed by a

Underdog Finally Topples Champs
On Tuesday, January 5, the Girls' bowling league started the new year off with pins flying.

The big surprise of the day was when Sigma Lambda Theta took one point away from the Theta, who didn't make out too well in the first round has been coming along very nicely with the help of Peg Marnett and Janet Walther. In the last string, "Penny" Eaton, center, took a 111 for $1 B, bowled a 116, but Theta took the string by a margin of 9 pins.

Alpha Phi Kappa came through with a well earned 4 points over Kappa Delta Kappa. Joan Coleman, for Alpha Phi, hit the high single of the day with 120 in the first string. Mary Downey helped the score in the second string by doing a 113. Eleanor Willer came through with a 100 for K D K in the third string and gave Alpha Phi something to work for. It is now proving to be quite a race for third place between Alpha Phi, K D K, and Phi Up.

In their match with $1 C, Phi Up couldn't get started in the first string, and B C took the point quite easily. In the second and third strings Phi Up did better with Clara Dupney hitting a 110 and a 91 but despite this $1 C took four points with the help of Gileys Kenonap.

High Score:................... 120
Coley—Alpha Phi Kappa
Second High Score:............. 116
Second High Score............. 116
B C
Third High Score (Triples):.... 134
Third High Score (Triples)
Colleen—Alpha Phi Kappa
Eaton—B C
Second High Triples............. 297
Colleen—Alpha Phi Kappa
Trips standing as of January 5.

S I B .................. 19
S I C .................. 15
Alpha Phi Kappa .. 10 18
Kappa Delta Kappa .. 10 18
Phi Up .................. 10 18
B C .................. 10 18

SIGMA LAMBDA THETA
High-Triple (Individual) ....... 313
B C
Second High Triples............. 297
Colleen—Alpha Phi Kappa
Trip standings as of January 5.

S I B .................. 19
S I C .................. 15
Alpha Phi Kappa .. 10 18
Kappa Delta Kappa .. 10 18
Phi Up .................. 10 18
B C .................. 10 18

S I B .................. 19
S I C .................. 15
Alpha Phi Kappa .. 10 18
Kappa Delta Kappa .. 10 18
Phi Up .................. 10 18
B C .................. 10 18

SIGMA LAMBDA THETA
High-Triple (Individual) ....... 313
B C
Second High Triples............. 297
Colleen—Alpha Phi Kappa

Girls Basketball
Shows Fast Action
By Anne Moore

The first girls' game of the new year showed Sigma Lambda Theta and Kappa Delta Kappa matching their skills. The first half was fast but not well organized. The pass-work of both teams was poor, but gracefully Theta came in and in the second half they did not trouble racking up the score. In fact, the team-work between Helen Hiller, Peg Marnett, and Nancy Welley was excellent. "Sis" Nora Bynum did a fine job, playing both guard and forward. The final score was 41-27, in favor of Theta. Peg Marnett and sisters for Theta with 17 points and Vinnie Saunders for K D K with 15 points. G held game girls.

Sigma Lambda Chi and Alpha Phi Kappa battled it out in the second game. Alpha Phi Kappa's secret weapon, Jerry Sadler, found around the court and had $1 C's defense all broken up for awhile, but the tide turned slightly in the second period. Betty B., three, Arno Case, Queenie Kenoln, and Jean Bar- ber, worked very well together, with "shrewy" Kenoln grabbing the rebounds, Ann sticking some very nice set shots, and with Jean's excellent ball handling $1 C pushed ahead, the final score being 30-25. Alpha Phi Kappa's high scorer was Jerry Sadler with 11 points, and their second scorer winning for $1 C with 10 points.

How the stars got started...

Eddie Sauter and Bill Fingane, leaders of America's most excitingly-different dance bands in 1959, as struggling young arrangers. Ed had studied trumpet and drum at college, worked up to arranging for "Bucky" Larson. Ed had studied trumpet and drum at college, worked up to arranging for "Bucky" Larson. Bucky Larson had studied in Paris, won a spot with Tommy Dorsey. After 13 years of publishing ideas, they formed their own band. It clicked!

Cameos agree with more people
The College Pizza House
NOW OPEN ALL DAY
Serving Meals and Sandwiches
PizzA Still A Specialty
351 BROOK STREET, PROVIDENCE
Manning 1-7859

START SMOKING CAMELS YOURSELF! Smoke only Camels for 30 days and find out why Camels are first in mildness, flavor and popularity! See how much pure pleasure a cigarette can give you!

RESEARCH WILL WIN

THE NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR INFANTILE PARALYSIS

THE ARCHWAY
FORMAL
For Hire
NEW WALDORF
‘TUX’
- SINGLE BREASTED
-FORMAL BLUE
- SHAWL COLLAR
- FEATHERWEIGHT

WALDORF
TUXEDO CO.
212 UNION STREET
Corner Weybosset

Who Is This?
The baby of the week in the last edition, as most of you guessed, was our own Rocco La Penta.

This week’s baby is the cute little bathing beauty pictured here. She is a well-known young lady who comes to Bryant from Pawtucket. To list her many, many activities would surely give her identity away, but one hint is that she came back from the Christmas vacation with a beautiful diamond ring on her left hand.

For the Fiftieth Straight Year
CHESTERFIELD
IS THE LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE IN AMERICA’S COLLEGES...

by a 1953 survey audit of actual sales in more than 800 college co-ops and campus stores from coast to coast. Yes, for the fiftieth straight year Chesterfield is the college favorite.

CHESTERFIELD IS THE ONLY CIGARETTE EVER TO GIVE YOU PROOF OF HIGHEST QUALITY—LOW NICOTINE

Change to Chesterfield today — get smoking pleasure all the way!